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This paper is an initial attempt to call attention to the legacy of what I term Cold War Religion.
It is a conference paper proposing further study i.n a neglected area of research.
The Cold War is generally understood as a period of political, economic, military, ideological
and cultural conflict, competition and hostility between the United States and the Soviet Union, and
their allies. This protracted conﬂict between East and West affected all aspects of national and international relationships between l945 and 1991. The Yalta Conference in February 1945 may be said
to mark the beginning of the Cold War, for this was when Stalin, Roosevelt and Churchill met to

plan the post-war world. The dissolution of the U. S. S. R. and the declarations of independence in
Eastern Europe may be said to mark the end of the Cold War. Over the last two decades, this period
has begun to be studied all over the world, and at least part of the purpose is to understand its continuing effect on society and politics today. Archives have been opened, conferences have been

held, and books have been published, often co-opemtively, by scholars and public ﬁgures in the
East (the former Eastern Europe) and the West. ®
Between the East and the West was the non—aligned movement, sometimes termed the “ Third
® This paper was first presented in Forum oisooiai seieunaa (llelighns) , chiuese Aeademy of soeiui Stiences, Beijing, 79 De<:e.m—
her 2011 .
® For a review or some or the major studies,
Pmgpin, 2005), 2995.
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World," and this was an important region for Cold War intervention, politically, militarily and culturally. ® The “First World” encompassed the powerful capitalist nations led by the United States;
“
“
the Second World" referred to the socialist countries of the Soviet Bloc; the Third World" encompassed the non—aligned “ underdeveloped" and “developing countries" in the rest of the world,
including China. The idea of a non-aligned movement was symbolized by the Bandung (Indonesia)
Conference of April 1955, hosted by President Sukarno. This conference was attended by Prime
Minister Nehru of India and Prime Minister Zhou Enlai of China among other leaders in Africa and

Asia and was the precursor of the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM). The Bandung conference affirmed the identity, role and cooperation of newly independent or liberated countries of Asia and Africa. The Conference made a major impact on life together of nations of Asia and Africa. The socalled “ Bandung Spirit" had great inﬂuence in the region. But it was regarded with suspicion in the
West, even in religious circles.
The major Cold War struggle was between the United States and the Soviet Union, but within
third World, China was a central concern for each. China was in one sense part of the non-aligned
movement, but because of its size and influence, it had a role of its own. The same could be said of
India. China’s involvement in the Cold War has been studied by scholars in the West, and by Chinese scholars based in China and in the West. The judgment of Andrew Nathan and Robert Rees on
China in the Cold War is perceptive:
During the Cold War, China was the only major country that stood at the intersection of the

two superpower camps, a target of inﬂuence and enmity for each. @

The Cold War clearly had an inﬂuence on culture. One of the earliest uses of the term “ Cold
War" was George 0rwell’s reference in a newspaper article published in 1945. He described a
world living with the threat of nuclear war in a “peace that is no peace," and thus a permanent
“Cold War. "® From the very beginning, Cold War tensions were foreshadowed by this great British
man of letters. Over the next decades, Cold War themes were reflected in all aspects of world culture; literature and film, television and the press, music and painting, religion and ideology.©
Cold War cultural themes in the East, the West and the non-aligned world stressed ideological conflict; the threat of nuclear annihilation; “ godless communism" versus liberal democracy; patriotism
“
"
“
and intolerance of the other. In short, there was a particular Cold War Culture" with deﬁnable
characteristics, colored by contrasting contexts, but reflecting similar themes.
Religion was naturally one of the areas of culture and society affected by the Cold War. This
essay is an exploratory study of the impact of the Cold War on religion and the study of religion, focusing on China and the United States. As such, it is an initial attempt to introduce what I term
“ Cold War Religion," a subject requiring much more attention in religious circles and among schol-

als.
I begin with a brief consideration of religion and the Cold War in general terms, with particular
respect to the Cold War in Asia. I identify three key themes and some of the subject areas for what
® Odd Ame Wrsud, nu Global (Ink! W/1!: 7711':-vi wnim Inzeruermhns and the Mnldng nfUu.r rim (Cambridge; Cambridge Univemily
Pn-rs, 20m).
@ quoted in Chen run, Man’; China and Illa Kohl wnz(cn.,nl Hill and Inndon; uninnnity of North Carnlinn rim, znm ) , 2.
® George Orwell, “Yen and the Atomic Bnniti," Ocmbci 19, ms, The Tribune, cimd in Till Geiger, Brimin and the Etvrnantic
pmum (ya. on War (Surrey; A.-zhgalr Publishing, zrm) , 7.
© Stephar J. Whitﬁeld, The cumin I7/the Cold Wm, 2nd siinnn (Baltimore and London; Inhns Hopkins University PISA, 1995).
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I term “ Cold War Religion," themes I will then use in a brief survey of religion and the Cold War
in the United States and China, focusing on the 1950s. As a case study of the impact of the Cold
War on religion, I then take up the separation of the Hong Kong Sheng Kung Hui from tlle Chung

Hua Sheng Kung Hui (|3i31'.‘3%£,\*% ) in 1951. In a small way, the painfulness of this separation
was to some extent lessened through the use of religion. In my conclusion, I spealc brieﬂy of the
continuing legacy of Cold War interpretations of religion in China and the United States. Overco-

mi.ng this legacy will take a concerted effort in addressing the questions that continue to obstruct religious tolerance and love.

Themes and Subjects in the Study of Cold War Religion,
with particular respect to Asia
The Cold War emphasized a permanent state of conﬂict that existed between Capitalists (the U-

nited States and its allies, the “ First World" ) and Communists (the USSR and tlle Soviet Bloc, the
“Second World"). The former saw itself as the liberal and democratic option, the latter as the progressive and revolutionary option. For the United States, the Soviet Bloc was seen as dictatorial, violent and repressive, for the Soviets, the United States was seen as exploitative, greedy and counter-revolutionary. There is truth in both the self-characterizations and the characterizations of the other, but this does not imply the moral equivalency between the two. What it does suggest is a state of
permanent and irreconcilable opposition, which set forth a certain “binarism" or black and white
dichotomy in cultural terms. ®With the rise of détente between the Soviet Bloc and the West begin-

ni.ng in the 1970s, overt hostilities were somewhat lessened, but binary opposition continued to
shape religion, religious studies and views of religion in East and West

The importance of ideas and ideology in the perpetuation of the Cold War is now generally acknowledged. The Cold War was not only about oppositional interests, economic eﬂiciency, military
build-up and geopolitical rivalry; it was also about ideas, and I would argue beliefs, that moved
people and shaped their societies. Religion, religious organizations, religious studies and religious

ideas in this way become important windows on the Cold War. While the Cold War does not provide
a comprehensive framework for studying religion or international religious relationships in the postWorld War II period, it does provide one way of understanding and problematizing national and international religious developments, a perspective that has been neglected in the past.
I want to suggest that are at least three themes that should be included in the study of Cold War
religion. These are, in effect, inter-related hypotheses that need to be tested, debated and refined.
Each of these themes distorted religious ‘‘values'' (a problematic term, to be sure) , and under-

mi.ned common religious beliefs such as love and tolerance that might in other circumstances have
had a greater impact on promoting dialogue and understanding.

1. The Cold War intensiﬁed the puliticizutian ofneligion, and religiom inaliei. There is a always a political dimension to religious beliets, and leligion has been fruitfully studied in its political aspects for llunLlIt:(l of years. However, during the Cold War, religion and religious organizations weie politicized in ways they lisii not been before. This led to polarization and division in ie
ligious communities. Religion was manipulated by rival ideological claims. International leligious
organimions became subjects of government scrutiny; religious groups look stands on Cold War

@ The term “hinarism” in loan [mpillarimd in pnsbenltminl theory, but 1 am using the term on a convenient way of indicating the reductinn nf pluralism and nuance into polar opposite oanegonei.
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politics; theologies were examined or developed according to their political implications; institutes

for religious studies and religious (or ares) studies pmgrarus were set up in many oounnies, often
with politiesl interests in mind. The politieinition of religion during the Cold War resulted in a
distortion of religious belief and practice.

2. Cold Wrtr “Irrnrir-ism" was reﬁeeteri, irtttemiomzlly rind unirtterutwmtlly, irt religimtr ritritrales
and beliefs. While there are many sourees of binary is opposed to pluralistic attitudes in systems
of religious belief, the cold War exacerbated the opposition of ditrerenees. In so doing, complex
religious ideas were simpliﬁed and put to uses that were contrary to their origins. Thus, for many
in the United States, to be Christian was to lie anti-Communist, and Communists in the Soviet

Bloc were almost by delinition snti—religious. In China, religious bodies liad to demonstrate tliey
were “patt-iotic," while many churches in the United States became increasingly nationalistic.
The terms were different, but categories of understanding were polarized; the spiritual versus ma-

terial, good versus evil, black or while, rigtit versus wrong. These estegories lieesme lranlened
during the Cold War, divided religious eommunities and undermined tolersnee and openness to
others in faith and love.

3. The cold War decreased the space isrsrzolra for the open eaqlrexsion of religious" ideas and
pnwt1'1.'e.t'. By space, 1 mean lrotli physical space and psychological “spsee" in the sense of places
for retleetion upon non-binary and depuliticized religious ideas. The non-aligned movement was
such a physical space, but it too became an area of contestation in Cold War Religion. The public

sphere, especially the academy, was snotlier such area of contestatjon. The reduction of religious
space sometimes led to a reduction to the private sphere or to certain times and places. Although

cold war Religion decreased available spaoe, it did not eliminate it, and the in-between places
suggest hopeful areas in need of further study.
Bearing these three general themes in mind, let me turn to some of the subjects that will be important for the study of Cold War Religion, especially in Asia.

For universities and centers of religious studies, as well as for churches and religious communities, international religious organizations, Western mission agencies, the Vatican, and the Orthodox

World, the role of Christianity in the Cold War is part of a continuing history. My focus is on Christianity, for it is arguably the religion most immediately inﬂuenced by (as well as inﬂuencing) the
Cold War. General themes include; Christian anti—Cornrnunism; pro-Communist Christianity;
Christianity in the non—aligned movement; Vatican policies in socialist and former socialist countries; and the role of Orthodox churches in Asia. All of these have only recently begun to be studied, but attention has been mainly on Europe, and the major books in the field barely touch upon
Asia. Q) the focus has mainly been on Europe and the West. The international ecumenical study pro“
ject, The Christian World Community and the Cold War" has until recently had a largely European focus, but this may be changing. @
There is no part of the world where the Cold War had a greater impact on religion than Asia.

The Chinese War of Liberation and its aftermath; the arti.ﬁcial separation of Taiwan from Mainland
China; the Korean and Vietnam conflicts; the Bandung meeting of non-aligned nations are just the
®

Owen Chadwick, nte (:ltrr'ra'riri zrttrsrrlt in are Cold Wu! (lnminu; Penguin lloolrs, 1993) and Diane Kirby, ed. Religion and use

cold war (New York; palirrars Mn.cMi].Inn, 2003). Tlis lnmer is pan of use cold war History saiei, sud ottlis nineteen sditsd volumes, not
one of [item dents wilb Asia.
@ his projwt is spnustlred liy tlis Lutheran Wnrld rednntisn, with sunrsrrt coming from the World Council of cliursliss and some manner rnurenss. There is s smili seoretsrint in Finland. it in a nanny nfﬁve yssrs, and [beta tins held wnrkslmps in Sweden, the United ststss
sud, this past Sephember, in Bratislava, Slovakia.
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most immediate events that come to mind. The Cold War aﬂected Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduisrrt and other religions of Asia, not only in relationship to these events, but in the ways in which
the religions developed in Asian societies. But Christianity, the dominant religion in both the former
Soviet Union and in the United States, was more central to what I am terming Cold War Religion.
What follows is a list of six subject areas that will have to he considered in any study of Cold
War Religion;

1. 1 the Departure of chtichin Miuionanksfrnm China. The depanure of all Protestant and
Catholic Missionaries from China was a deﬁning event for Christian Churches in the early Cold war
period. ® It affected church-state relations in Asia and the West; it led to a redeﬁnition of church
mission policies all over the world; and it ultimately resulted in a decline of Western missionaries

in Asia. Although much historical worlr has heen done on tlus period, very httle analysis has been
done on the relationship between the depanure of missionaries from China and the Cold War, including the inﬂuence of former missionaries in the United States and other countries; the effects

on churches in the United States and China; and the impact on the foreign policies of those two
countries.

1.2 Vrtlticart Relrttixms with Churches qfAxi(L During the Cold Wrtr. Vatican pemeptions of
political developments in other parts of the world were shaped in the post war period hy the changes in Eastern Europe. ®This in turn had an impact on the rise of Communist governments in Asia (in Mongolia, China, Korea and Vietnam) and the rivalry between the United States and the

Soviet Bloc, with the Vatican strongly supporting Us policies and perspectives. Vatican—china relationships were broken off in the 1950s, and there has been no normalization to this day. In ad-

dition, Roman Catholic politics has had an impact on cross—straits relationships ior the past six
decades.

1,3 ﬂu: Korean, War. The Korean war, like the Vietnam war, was in the eyes oi Asian
people an American war. christianity in the Us and in south Korea developed a strong anti—corn—
munist perspective during the war, and Chinese and North Korean politics developed an Antichnstian (or Anti-American christian) perspective. The departure or American missionaries iron
North Korea, which had hen the center of the nussionary eiiort, should be compared to the de
parture oi missionaries hom China. The Cold war has not ended on the Korean peninsula, and
this is reilected in rehgious understandings on all sides, especially in the christian churches.
1.4 the Nnrt-Aligned Mnvenlent and the “chtirn'hn" third Way. An earlier generation of
Third World Christian leadership pointetl to Bandung as giving impetus to H new prophetic Chris-

tian leadership, especially in Asia. chinese christian leaders such as T. c. chao and K. H.
Ting were often included among these. However, Asian chiistians outside of china generally sided with the West in the cold War, although there were also prophetic Asian voices calling for re-

:19 Returned nitssinnariss in Eng|.i.-ah-speaking nttuntrisa, and
deplrtnre frnm china. one hnnlr which revealed deep insight into the long-tn1.‘n signiiioanoe at the changes this hen-nlded for china and the west
was David M. rantn, Chrirti/in Mirxlhnx rmtl Illa Judgrrwnt n/sort, 2nd at (ernnd Rapids, rsrtiaunnn, 1995). 'l‘l;te hook was iirst puttlishsri in
@ As early as law, the Roman catholic church was
Pius Ixlvartir rt 1vahianwr(Deoenihers, 1349).
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sistanoe against the West, and support for China. ®
1.5

Chnktllrn-Marxlltt Dialogue inzixitr. The Christian-Marxist dialogue began in a divided

Europe in the 1960s, but Asian chnstians participated in the dialogue explicitly and implicitly.
Christians from the Soviet Bloc helped to initiate the dialogue. Christians from the West were involved, some as miljtantly anti-Communist and others as outspoken supporters of the Chinese
Revolution and movements of liberation in time 1960s and 70s. I.n Korea, India the Philippines
and elsewhere, Asian Christians developed their own forms of Liberation Theology, which in-

volved an internal Christian-Marxist dialogue, developing theologies that challenged the First
World, even though they did not have the support oi Asian Churches. These developments need
to be re- evaluated, noting their contributions and limitations, in the effon to move beyond Cold

War Religion.
1.6 nte World Council of cltmltes US it Farllmtfllf Cold War Debates. Ftom its inception in
1948, the WCC served as a forum for debates between East and West. ®This is also true of some
of the other Christian world communions, but to a lesser extent. Initially, the WCC seemed to

side with the West, the key example being its endorsement of the United states (and United Nations) position at the time oi the Kotean War. By the late 1950s, the WCC was no longer taking
consistently “pro-Western positions", although certain depanments continued to be subject to

outside political inﬂuence. In subsequent decades, the wee ineieasingly played a mediating and
dialogical role, calling for mutual undetstanding and tolerance.
This list is not intended to be exhaustive, but it includes most of the big subjects, especially
those involving China. Here, I have brieﬂy described each of these areas of interest, with the intent
of encouraging further research on Cold War Religion, especially Christianity.

Cold War Religion in the United States and in China
In both the United States and Chi.na, the politics of the Cold War, and the intractable (bina-

ry) opposition between Communism and Liberal Democracy, politicized religion and reduced the
space for the free expression of religious ideas and beliefs. In a recent paper, Swedish Bishop Jonas
Jonson has written that the Chinese criticism of Christianity in the West during the Cold War period,
should more accurately be characterized as criticism of American Christianity. I think he is correct.

Arguably, Christianity became more polarized in the United States during the 1950s than in most
parts of Western Europe. In this section, therefore, I limit my discussion to Cold War Christianity

i.n the United States and China. My brief discussion is focused on the 1950s, and I am painting the
picture in broad strokes to reflect the tenor of the times.

The Cold War was in some ways a religious war, according to historian William Imboden, especially in the United States. Presidents Truman and Eisenhower believed that human rights and
freedom were endowed by God, that God had called them to uphold American values and that Communism, whether in the Soviet Bloc or in China, was evil because of its atheism and restriction of
religion. Imhoden presents an insightful account of how mainline Protestant theology not only pro:3

Ninan Knshy, “chutohea and the Cttld War: A riiittl Wnr” rm-apootive with speeiil trareisnee to Asia, " mtnfeienee paper, mu ,

13pp.
(B Iuhn c. Bennett and Paul Ahrerhl, “Cold War," in Ditﬁunmylfﬁm E:ummu'(1Il Monument, ed. Nimlax lnrxlry, et. al. (Geueml;
won l>tihlieutione, 2002) , 212-214.
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vided the rhetoric but also helped shape the substance of American Cold War under both Truman
and Eisenhower.

The ostensibly seclrlar Cold Warﬂors became unlikely theologians presenting a new kind of
civil religion that was nothing less than a diplomatic theology of containment. This innovative faith

arose not in the churches but in the White House itself. . .They formulated a spiritual theology that
provided both a “enuee" justifying the Cold War and an “aneau.nent" for winning n. ®
in this way, the binary opposition hr the United States pitted Communism not only against capitalism, but against Christianity. In this way, the United States, a “Christian country," became the
self-professed defender and protector of Christianity and religious freedom around the world. Any
challenge to the United States was seen as a challenge to Christianity itself. The Korean War exacerbated all of this, and for the majority of American Christians, it deepened their faith-based criticism
of China, especially after the departure of the missionaries.

Many of the former missionaries on the China mainland went to Taiwan (and to Hong Kong and
other parts of Asia) , where they helped shore up opposition to the newly established people’s Rt,public of China. ® The activity of former China missionaries, in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Southeast

Asia has barely been studied, but it is an important area for further understanding of Cold War
Christianity during this period.

This challenge of Communism was cast i.n theological as well as political terms. And so, in
September 1957 , Billy Graham could write,
My own theory about Communism is that it is masterminded by Satan. . . I think there is no
other explanation for the tremendous gains of Communism in which they seem to outwit us at every

turn, unless they have supernatural power and wisdom and intelligence given to them. 13
III the 1950s, with the sharp post-war rise in religious aﬂiliation, mainline Protestantism
reached its peak of inﬂuence. Anti—Communist “MaCarthyism" polarized American politics and
contributed to the politicization of American Christianity. Many former China missionaries became

involved in American politics and their helped shore up support for the Republic of China on Tai-

wan. The so—called “ China Lobby, " led by former Presbyterian missionary Water Judd, was an 0vert expression of the political and religious Anti-Communism. ® The religious aspects of the “Chi-

na Lobby" are especially in need of further study. China had become a focus of Cold War Religion
in the United States.
Protestant Christianity became closely identiﬁed with American nationalism in the 19505. In
order to demonstrate that America was a “ Christian country," the separation of Church and State
notwithstanding, the phrase “ one nation under God" was inserted into Pledge of Allegiance. The

G) William Irrrlroden, Religion and American Foreign Policy, 1945-1950; 11.. seal qfCI7rrtairlm:rl£ (Cambridge; Cambridge unlvenaay
Prvaz, zoox) , l(Yl—3

® Many former nalananaae. and Chinese Chriatzinml from the mainland want In Horn; Kong and Taiwan after 1951. In Taiwan, Rnmln
Cnllurlics, Intilemns and Methzxiists tended In support the Grlnmingvlnng.
® Whitﬁeld, 11.. Cuhue ufthe Cold War, 31. Tu he nana l.l.reRev. Gmlmm, he began In modify his ideas in the 19705, aaa laeaiaie
incrusiugly less pol.i|ix-,.rl in Later years. Even though he changed in mind, it -n certainly not the r‘.r.-1e that all an followers (ﬁli.
® Rose Y. Knerr,TheChinaIab6;rinArvl(vica»Pulinb(NevrYnrk;HnrperlmdRl1w,1974).
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Congressional bill authorizing this change was signed into law on Flag Day, June 14 , 1954. ® This
was to distinguish American nationalism from the nationalism of the Soviet Bloc. Two years later,
Congress made “In God we Trust" the oﬂicial motto of the United States, with similar intent.

There were signi.ﬁcant dissenting voices in the United States, in the churches and among theologians, so the diminished space for prophetic religious expression was not completely eliminated.
Also, by the 1960s, the politicization of American religion had begun to wane, and some churches
began speaking out against the manipulation of Christianity by Cold War politics. Still, most American the churches had already been politicized in Cold War terms, and for many of the more conservative denominations, this politicization has continued.

The situation of Christianity in China in the early 1950s was very different, and Cold War politics were secondary to consolidating the new government. The reduction of space and the politicization of religious communities was also much more intense, especially after the outbrealr of the Kore“
an War. Chinese Christians had to demonstrate that they were patriotic, and a Cold War binarism" of religious beliefs and attitudes emerged. Although the contexts were vastly different, the
effects on Christianity were in some ways comparable.
I have written elsewhere about Chinese Christianity in the early 1950s, and there is no need to
repeat what I have said there. 09 But by way of comparison with the United States, it is important to

indicate some elements in the Chinese version of what I am calling Cold War Religion. In 1951 , Y.
T. Wu and others drafted the “Christian Manifesto” which expressed support for the new govemment and its effort “to build an independent, democratic, peaceable, uniﬁed, prosperous and powerful New China" in which Christians would be required to be independent and free from overseas
support and control. @ They then began a campaign for signatures in support of the “ Manifesto" in
the churches. The statement itself was published on the front page of peoples Daily, showing government endorsement and encouraging Christians to support the ideas of the mani.festo.
After the outbreak of the Korean War, the government intensiﬁed its criticism of the churches’
dependence on foreign funds and personnel, but more direct action was called for. President Truman had frozen all Chinese assets in the United States in December, and the Chinese government
responded in kind by cutting off overseas funding for the churches, universities, American companies and other Western assets in China. This decision was presented to the 151 church leaders at
their meeting in Beijing in April, 1951. There would no longer be foreign interference in the work
of the Chinese churches. By this time, most of the missionaries had already left China, and the
churches were in the hands of Chinese Christian leaders themselves. The Chinese Christian ThreeSelf Patriotic Movement (TSPM) Preparatory Committee was organized at this same meeting, led by

Y. T. Wu and twenty-ﬁve other Christian leaders. It was based in Shanghai and staffed by former
YM and YWCA workers. This committee was the key structure for the political involvement of Chi®

Whitﬁeld, m CuL:un arm Cnld War, 89.

09 Philip 1. Wicken-i, “comisaai Iegpcy; The Fnrmnlive rm. afllle chins“ ciiiiiunn Three Self-Patriotic Mnvanent of the Protesunt Chnmhrs irf China, 1950-1954 , " Smdim in Chrim'znu'zy in Ch/inrxe

riiun, ed. 1.... Chingining and Wu Xiamdn (Hung Kong; Came in the sway of Reljginn and chime Society, the crime Univasity ofKang
Knng, Zﬂlﬂ) , 55-71.

at For my earljerdiscussinns iii “The Christina Manifam," see Philip 1. Wicken-i, Saeldrg 21.. Common Grlﬂllld; Pmeuan: chasm‘.
ty, the Times Si«.lf-Moiemerit and Cha'rizr'r Ifriinetl Fmnz (Maryknnll; Orhis Burks, 1988) , 127-133 and Philip L. Wickeri, Remmaruaing (.'lIn'r1z'-

Mays» China; K. H. mg and 21.. chime Churr}l(Mnry1§nnl.1;0r11is Boaks,20(Y7),98, 103.
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nese Protestants until the First National Christian Conference in 1954.

One of the first tasks of the TSPM was to oversee the “Denunciation Movement" that was
launched to sever the connection between Christianity and imperialism beginning in the spring of
1951. @ It is clear that the Party and the government urged the initiation of the movement. ® Unlike
other mass movements of tlie early 1950s, in the campaign to denounce missionaries, Chinese
church leaders and other Christian institutions was conducted by Christians, although in many cities
and towns beyond Shanghai, it was initiated or directed by government officials. The course of the
movement was similar to other mass movements of the time. For ﬁfteen months, denunciation meetinp were held in churches and public places all across China.

The movements in the early years of the TSPM may be analyzed using the three characteristics
Ihave indicated for Cold War Religion. While the situation was vastly different in the United
States, the categories and at times the terminology used was similar. I am not suggesting that the
Cold War explains everything about religion in this period, but it helps us understand the different
ways in which a Cold War culture shaped both national and international religious relationships in
the United States as well as China.

The Separation of “The Diocese of Hong Kong and Macao" from the
Chung Hua Sheng Kong Hui
The Cold War had an inﬂuence on all aspects of world Christianity in the early 1950s, but this
did not mean that everything was politicized and what I would call “binarizedll all the time. There
was a push back from the churches to play down the political, retain their religious identities and
continue to function as ecclesial bodies. What follows is an example of this in the case of the relationship between the Anglican Church in Hong Kong and the mainland. The fact that the Church involved was primarily related to England in the Chinese territory of Hong Kong was a key factor in the
way in which the situation was handled. (This is part of a much larger study I am working on dealing with the history of the Anglican-Episcopal tradition in China. ) I focus here on the Sheng Kung
Hui, but in fact all Protestant denominations in Hong Kong, not to mention the Roman Catholic
Church, were shaped by the Cold War in Asia.

The separation of “ The Diocese of Hong Kong and Macau" from the Chung Hua Sheng Kung

Hui (
established government of the peoples Republic of China vis—CI-vis religion in general, and foreign
religious bodies in particular. This policy was inﬂuenced by the outbreak of the Korea War and ef-

forts to consolidate the new government, as noted above. This separation was naturally related to the
politics of the Chinese Revolution, but it was also shaped by the Cold War
21:
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l.n December, 1950 , seven months after the outbreak of the Korean War, the State Administra-

tive Council (SAC) of the people’s Republic of China issued a ten point document entitled; “ Regulations Coveming the Registration of All Cultural, Educational and Relief and Religious Organizations Receiving Foreign Financial Assistance and Managed with Foreign Funds. "@ The stipulations
i.n these policies would of course apply to the CHSKH, which was dependent on foreign funding. In
the then Diocese of South China, which included Hong Kong and Guangdong, all salaries and other
subsidies were paid by funds under the authority of the Bishop of Victoria, R. 0. Hall.
l.n April, 1951 , the SAC invited 151 Protestant leaders to Beijing, and issued a new set of regulations , “Methods for Dealing with Christian Organizations Receiving Financial Assistance from America. "® These went further than before, calling for an immediate severance of relationships between Chinese churches and overseas mission boards, but insofar as they were aimed at Americanfunded organizations, they would not be directly related to the work of the Diocese of South China.
Nevertheless, a number of CHSKH bishops were at this meeting, and the new regulations would
have an immediate affect on the CHSKH, its dioceses and organizations.
On May 13, 1951, Bishop Murong Xian (%§'ﬁ') sent a letter to his friend, the Revd.
Chung Laap Yan
the instructions he had received from a Mr. Law Wah, a government oﬂicial. @This is an extremely
important document, only recently rediscovered, and it spells out most clearly the reasons for and
methods of the separation of Hong Kong from the CHSKH. Although it is informal, this is the letter
that says most about the separation, and in hard copy, it has comments by Bishop Hall in the mar-

gins.
In the letter, Bishop Murong writes that “the church should in the shortest possible time break

all relationship with Hong Kong, " that “ Bishop Hall should tender his resignation to the House of

Bishops of the CHSKH in order to save trouble i.n the House of Bishops and in the Diocese of South

China, " and various other matters, mostly dealing with funds and finance. The various stipulations
should be settled before July, 1951. Toward the end of the letter, Bishop Mu.rong writes in a very

moving way about his love for the church and Bishop Hall;

1 can sepsrsre from Hong Kong and the church work can be ieoigsuiseii, but my spirit towards Bishop Hall could never he separated. This proruise 1 repeat. again before God that though
the Government authority strongly urged me not to see Bishop Hall again, it is possible in the

church organization, but it is impossible in personal spirit. Every morning I pray for Bishop Hall
in my private devotion , for over ten years. No matter in whatever environment, I will continue to

do so. And I also hope that Bishop Hall will also ﬁnd sometime to pray for me daily, so in spirit

we have intimate communion. I have a lot of things which I would like to talk to Bishop Hall, but
in my lroublous mind, I could not stop my tears and could therefore write no more. Though I
could write our my opinions, but I could not send out my endless tears to Bishop Hall. I pray God

@

An English veusiou or the ms was prouiiih.-on-ii by the New chius News Agency, reprinwrl iu Damnrzrrlr ufthe 77uoe.sezf.wor.rusur

(New York: Far Eastern Ofﬁm of the NCCCUSA, 1963), pp. 22-7A. Also see
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would hleee you and our fellow-workers with health and heppiiteee.
This account shows that not everything was reduced to politics, and tllat need not be binarized
and that religious relationships could transcend the politics of the Cold War.
On July 6 , a Joint Meeting of the Bishops of in Shanghai (which Bishop Hall did not attend)
and tlle Standing Committee of the CHSKH agreed to the proposals put forth by Bishop Murong and
the resultant decisions of the Synod that were made i.n Hong Kong. On July 7 , Bishop Hall received
a formal letter from the Standing Committee of the CHSKH, turning over all jurisdiction for the
Church in Hong Kong to Bishop Hall. @ Around the same time Ta Kung Pao, a pro-China newspaper in Hong Kong carried a report on the separation of Hong Kong from the Chung Hua Sheng

Kung Hui, but this did not indicate anything about the ecclesial processes that were at work. @
On July 8 , the Standing Committee of the newly established Synod announced the separation of

Hong Kong and Macau from the Diocese of South China with immediate effect. It also called for a
meeting of the 20"’ Diocesan Synod from August 6 — 9, 1951. I do not know if there was other communications between Bishop Hall and the CHSKH beyond this. It is not clear from the evidence we

have whether Bishop Hall ever formally resigned from the House of Bishops, although we must assume that he did, de facto if not de jure. @

At the 20'“ Diocesan Synod, two resolutions were passed

1. That the chiiteee name of the diocese shall he the Hongltong-Macao diocese of the Sheng
Kung Hui;
2.Th.-it thie Synod petitions His cieee, the Archbishop of cettterltttty, in hie Capacity he
Cbalﬂuan of the lnternational Anglican C0n:Il.‘l.lIIni0n (Sheng Kung Hui) to supply the Metmpol.it.ical functions pieeeiilietl in the Constitution and chime of the Chung Hua Sheng Kung Hui acting
as Trustee for the sameConstilution and Canons.

It should be noted that in the letter to Archbishop Ceoﬂrey Fisher, the request to serve as Thistee was made to him in his capacity as Chairman of the worldwide Anglican Communion, not as Primate of All England. l.n his reply to Bishop Hall, the Archbishop consented to the request that he
serve as trustee. He indicated that the new diocese was detached “ for the time being" and that he
would be guided in his Metropolitical functions by the Constitution and Canons of the Chung Hua
Sheng Kung Hui, as he prayed for the Church i.n China.

And so, the Diocese of Hong Kong and Macau came into being. It was a political necessity,
but done with a concern for proper Anglican order and religious sensibilities. It should also be noted
that Bishop Hall indicated that the HKSKH would temporarily withdraw as part of the CHSKH, im-

® thee/Asa til Gnnttlm sl.1el:Iggon(;huiyuel§nn,l ;3(July 15th, 1951 it: 7) ,1. I have not heal ehle tn leeete the lettee hteitieteeti
heee. More impvtﬂaully, 1 hhwe eeeh nlt teewttl of the Jilly 5 mnﬂing it. Shlnghni thehtieheti here.
@

7C’z.‘$§ DntmnsbM(Aw:- 50:. 1951).

@ Bishop Hall was very eytttpethetie to New chihe, hul thiz did nnl peeweht hie being criticized hy the government it. the eh.-ly yette ht
the PRC. One or the tetieehe for the criticism hi chltiete Thenloginn 1'. c. Chm lie the early 195oe wee hie teletieeehip with laiehep Hull. Ac“
mmﬁna to W“ Zllr-gs“ (Wu MTSPM lends! Ye T- Wu). ﬁll (ﬁﬁﬁl ﬁ9l|'lElL»l¥E7lﬂ§$¥/A‘?§’E*1'5JF9i$B‘JBil1§.§’§ﬁEZ%7lﬂ(}§
ﬁlfzﬁhﬂﬂlﬂl 4%!’ &E9¥ﬂ‘.EfF7I§E§E'f§E:£. YJt‘e‘t1‘.E!lJBSlt&E~§’§%H%i§§E9§‘J3Ef¥.'?§3£§l'§§U\ Eﬂﬂalﬂiﬁﬁﬁée 95??

wt. zehgeti, “§2£§,§:, m7i<4!!§ﬁ,ﬁF)'t%|]i§agjcﬁ H|I.Ilult
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plying that in one way, it was still, in spirit, part of the one church in China. @
In summary, we may say the following;
II: 1951, the Standing Committee of the CHSKH, acting on behalf of the General Synod, petitioned the House of Bishops to create a new diocese of “ South China" within the jurisdiction of the
peoples Republic of China, and to allow a new “Diocese of Hong Kong and Macau" to become a
detached diocese, faithful in its order and worship to the Canons and Constitutions of the CHSKH
(another indication that in spirit the HKSKH and CHSKH were still one church). A Joint Meeting
of the Bishops of in Shanghai and the Standing Committee of the CHSKH agreed to this proposal.
The Standing Committee of the HKSKH Synod accepted the separation of Hong Kong and Macau
from the Diocese of South China, and the 20th Synod created the new Diocese of Hong Kong and
Macau.

l have gone into considerable detail in this case study, for it is part of a broader project I am
working on. The separation of the HKSKH from mainland China was not the only example of a hopeful way of approaching the difficult issues brought on by the Cold War, but it shows that there were
countervailing forces at work even at the height of the Cold War, and therefore hopeful signs for the
renewal of religious love and tolerance in areas at opposite sides of the Cold War divide.

Conclusion; The Continuing Legacy of Cold War Religion
The Cold War is over, and only now are we beginning to understand its history and lingering
effects. hi the case of religion, and relationships between religious bodies in China and the United
States, the effects of the Cold War are still with us.
Since the period of openness and reform, there has been a revival of religious life i.n China that

has been widely written about. The policy of religious freedom was restored; religious organizations
were re—established; religious people were rehabilitated, and all religions have experienced signi.ficant growth and renewal. To be sure, there are still problems in some areas with the full implementation of religious policy, as well as internal problems in some religious communities. But there has
been a fundamental change in direction from the Cold War Years. Since the 1990s, there has also
been a signi.ficant development of religious studies i.n China, and this conference is a testimony to
that. Overall what I have been calling “ Cold War Religion" is no longer a signi.ficant factor i.n Chi-

na, although some of the rhetoric of the Cold War is sometimes evident in official statements.
hi the United States, the situation of the churches has also changed in significant ways since
the 1950s. There is no longer a Cold War aura with regard to Christianity and Communism, although this has not yet been fully overcome at either the official or the popular level. (Some have
argued that Islam rather than Communism is the new subject of Cold War emnity in the United
States. ) The lingering effects of Cold War Religion with regard to religion in China are still evident
i.n many churches, government bodies, the news media and other areas. Almost forty years after the
establishment of US-China relations, there is still the common perception among American Christians that there is little or no religious freedom in China. I find this astonishing. In ofI'icial and unofficial “dialogues,” questions about religious freedom are pointedly raised by the American side,
with little recognition of the progress that has been made since the period of openness and reform.
®

“Coi-zeiipondawe with the Ambhiabnp nf Canterbury," Soidli alina, Vl]I;2 (October, 1951) , 11-13.
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This is quite different than the situation among Christians in Europe. American scholars, as well as
some religious and social leaders, have countered such perceptions, but the legacy of Cold War religion continues.
If religion is to become more of a factor in the creation of mutual understanding and a more har-

monious world, then the legacy of the Cold War has to be more directly addressed and overcome in
religious communities and in the study of religion. This is important for both countries, and academic conferences have a role to play. More scholarly attention should be given to the Cold War in
religious and academic circles. One concrete approach would he an international conference focusing on the Cold War and its impact on religion and religious studies, and this paper is intended, in
part, as a contribution toward that end.
15 November 2011 Hong Kong
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